The rest of the papers include two good articles on factual matters of Tippett history—his relationship to the BBC, and his performances at Morley College, and there is one article of lesser quality, on the reception of Tippett’s music in Germany. Finally, there are two pieces of musical analysis—a rather too straightforward treatment by Sean Flanagan of the unpublished F minor Quartet and its relationship to Beethoven, and an over-ambitious but very insightful chapter by Arnold Whittall on the use of genre in Tippett’s vocal compositions.

This leaves an obvious question: Why are there no articles on the relationship to literature of major Tippett vocal works, other than the three treated by Doherty, Robinson, and Harrison? Perhaps the editor thought that The Midsummer Marriage needed no further treatment after the exhaustive treatment in Ian Kemp’s Tippett: the Composer and his Music. However, possible articles could (and should) have been commissioned on a range of other topics, for example the use of Shakespeare, especially of The Tempest in The Knot Garden; the deliberate cultural clash between American idioms and Soviet literature in The Ice Break; the roles played by Eliot and Yeats in Tippett’s aesthetic and in his oeuvre as a whole; and Tippett’s increasing reliance in later works (as his eyesight declined and he was able to read less) on visual rather than literary stimuli (for example, Bronowski’s television series The Ascent of Man, which shaped The Mask of Time).

The referencing system is cumbersome. Major works by and about Tippett are assigned standard abbreviations throughout the volume, which in itself is helpful; however, each chapter (and most are very extensively annotated) requires one to search back through that chapter’s endnotes to find titles, as works are only fully referenced on their first citation in each chapter. One wishes the editor had chosen to list all the works cited in the book in one bibliography at the end of the volume, and imposed the increasingly widely favoured (author, date, page) format on her contributors’ main text.

I don’t wish to end on a negative note. I was disappointed that only four out of ten chapters engaged with the book’s potentially rich theme, and I regret the lost opportunities suggested above, but I was impressed by the very high quality of the introduction and of all but two of the articles. I didn’t quite learn what the title led me to expect, but I did learn a great deal. Most of the contributors write well, and the book as a whole is a very interesting read.

MICHAEL EWANS

ISBN 1 85928 239 3. xvi + 798pp., 9 black and white plates.

The BBC Written Archives Centre (WAC) on the outskirts of Reading, England, is a treasure trove of information for scholars of British music, drama, comedy and technology—indeed, for anyone with an interest in British social history of the twentieth century. Dating back to the earliest days of British radio in the 1920s, the Centre’s holdings have enabled many crucial BBC studies and histories such as Jennifer Doctor’s The BBC and Ultra-Modern Music
The Centre hosts researchers on innumerable diverse topics, from those studying individual composers, musicians, singers, actors and so on, to those whose interests lie in Britain’s technological history. To all comers, the staff are attentive and the morning tea ritual a pleasant diversion from the rigours of research.

*A Chronicle of First Broadcast Performances of Musical Works in the United Kingdom 1923–1996* is one of the latest publications derived from this extensive and significant resource. This book lists broadcasts of first performances of musical works chronologically, giving information on the date of the broadcast, the composer, the title, performers and conductor; all neatly laid out and kind to the eye. (At only one leaf shy of 800 pages, it could be argued that the large font and excessive space for the many short items is far too kind; a two-column format would probably have reduced the size—and the cost—of the volume by at least one third, without any appreciable loss of readability.) For vocal and choral works, authors’ and translators’ names have been listed where possible, and the location of the performance is also often provided. The substantial index is of composers and their works. Nine black and white plates of leading BBC conductors, composers and performers, including the BBC Symphony Orchestra about 1930, with all players’ names given, enhance this substantial volume, although it is hard to fathom why or how the illustrations were chosen, especially as they are placed together as an insert and thus separated from their relevant entries (and only one picture actually comes from the BBC archives).

Based upon the Programme-as-Broadcast (P-as-B) daily programme log of what actually went to air, rather than other less reliable sources, such as the *Radio Times* programme guide, the text makes available information which enables assessment of the broadcast prominence of particular composers, performers and works. As such, it makes possible an overarching view of the scope of broadcast music and musicians for more than seventy years of BBC activity. Broadcasts by commercial stations (either radio or television) are beyond the scope of the volume.

Notwithstanding its significance in clearly presenting extensive primary source material, *A Chronicle of First Broadcast Performances* is not without its problems. Although at first glance this is a straightforward work, closer inspection leads the reader to question both its title and its methodology. The title states that the work is a listing of ‘first broadcast performances,’ that is, broadcasts of performances that are not necessarily the work’s premiere. The preface (and the dust-jacket blurb) notes that the entries are for ‘broadcasts of first performances of musical works in the United Kingdom’ (p. vii)—a different proposition entirely. Later in a very short section headed ‘Methodology,’ we are told that ‘All entries can be assumed to be world premières,’ unless they include a particular designation such as FBP (first broadcast performance, as distinct from a première), FMP (first performance in modern times), UKFP (first performance in the UK), and so on (p. x). Confusion deepens when the preface says, ‘Entries are confined to first performances broadcast by the BBC,’ and the authors draw attention to the first broadcast performance of Handel’s *Messiah* (December 1924), but then exclude this from the listing. Perhaps it is really supposed to be a list of contemporary works after all, until one finds works by, for example, Johann Friedrich Bach and Haydn listed in 1926, J.S. Bach in 1936, and Handel and Salieri in 1985. There must be many hundreds of madrigals, anthems, dance suites and the like, in fact, most of the early music repertoire, that
have been broadcast by the BBC and would fit their category UKFBP (‘first broadcast performance in the UK’), but seem to missing from this chronicle.

The basis upon which the authors deem a work’s broadcast to be its premiere is also unclear. We are only told that the information is based on the P-as-B daily programme log. Presumably, then, errors are the fault of this record, and not of the authors? A quick cross-reference exercise based upon quintessentially English (if not quintessentially BBC) composer Gerald Finzi, using Stephen Banfield’s classic study was instructive. In Terra Pax and Seven Part Songs were given correctly in Mitchell and Poulton’s listing, but Finzi’s Introit was a first broadcast performance (on 8 November 1933—its premiere was on 31 January 1933) as was Let us Garlands Bring (premiere on 12 October 1942, first broadcast performance six days later). Neither is designated as such in the list. The FBP (premiere?) of five songs from Earth and Air and Rain in 1937 does not appear, which puzzled us until we saw the note that the listing only includes complete works. (Having said this, there are some parts of works, such as ‘The Rainbow,’ No. 2 of Britten’s Three Two-Part Songs, and the Rondo from John Field’s Piano Concerto No.5, that do get in.) In using this text, then, one constantly has the feeling that there is some important distinction between the works included and those being excluded that one is missing. Some of the entries are not even for live performances, begging the question of the relevance of dates. Many works are played from transcription tapes of foreign concerts, often months after their original performance which may or may not itself have been a premiere in that country. Several works, too, are listed as being played from a commercial recording, for example Britten’s The Plough Boy broadcast on 28 December 1947, and his I will give my love an apple on 2 June 1966.

As the inconsistencies in capitalisation of these two examples show, the final text is in serious need of a copy edit. Page 103 has the word mens’ with a misplaced possessive (page 132 has womens’); the leading apostrophe in ‘cello is on occasion reversed—as is an end-quote mark on page 462—or missing, while the full word violoncello appears on pages 446 and 558; colons, commas and italics are scattered haphazardly; the abbreviations transl. (pp. 216, 231, 298, 508) and trans (without a stop) make an appearance, even though the list of abbreviations gives trans. as the one they are using for ‘translated by’ (also on page 38, trans. is used where surely transcr. is meant). The index is, unfortunately, particularly useful for identifying inconsistencies, a brief glance finding the following variations in nomenclature:

- [orch. Gordon Jacob] ( incidental music) (arr., from FSA, vol 1)
- (orch. Arthur Santas) (Incidental music) (arr. from FSA, vol. 3)
- [Arr. Donald Tovey] [Incidental music] (FSA Vol 4)
- (arr. Hindmarsh) [Incidental Music] (arr., from FSA, vol. vi)
- arr. P. Hindmarsh Incidental music (arr. from FSA, vol.6)

It is possible that there is a reason for the differences, but none was immediately obvious. And talking of the index, there is only one, an index to composers, with a list of works under each. This is fine, as far as it goes, but there is a wealth of other information in the book which is far more difficult to draw from the chronological lists without the help of an index. One thinks particularly of performers, especially conductors and soloists. Imagine what valuable

1 Stephen Banfield, Gerald Finzi: An English Composer (London: Faber & Faber, 1997).
insights might have arisen from such a comprehensive index of this, and one that would have taken only the same amount of effort to produce as the composer index.

In addition to this, the dust jacket suggests that the book will be useful in enabling us to ‘gauge the trends in twentieth-century British musical life, and the role of the BBC in their promotion.’ This is certainly true, but would it not have been better to include some of this analysis in a slightly expanded introduction? Even a brief count of the number of works by some of Britain’s more prominent composers would have saved the reader from the chore of adding them up from the index.

This resource is undeniably useful, but it is also limited. Further, if, as one suspects, the mammoth task of cross-referencing P-as-B records with other sources has not been carried out in a systematic fashion, the text may also be misleading or, on occasion, simply incorrect. Certainly, while answering some specific questions, it raises many more. It will be a valuable scholarly resource for many—but it should be used with caution.

Megan Prichtor and Peter Campbell

271pp. pb., bibl., index.

Geoffrey Wilson’s ‘labour of love’ will be a valuable resource for the small but increasing number of young Australian musicians who have chosen to enter the profession of piano accompaniment and, to a lesser extent, for those already established and working in the field. This long neglected and often misconceived area of music specialisation is slowly gaining recognition in Australia, particularly with the introduction of tertiary courses of study at some of our major conservatoriums, and the establishment of an important support network of state guilds in NSW, Queensland and South Australia.

However, it is Mr Wilson’s obvious enthusiasm for the art form which ironically ensures that his book is, regrettably, not yet the definitive text on the subject. His writing is marred by a severe lack of literary discipline and has been very poorly edited. His rambling, inelegant prose style makes parts of the book almost incomprehensible, with long, convoluted sentences and clumsy grammatical constructions that would challenge even the most avid of readers. The often quite charming and conversational manner adopted in the early pages of the book too often runs the risk of degenerating into trivia. The reader is transported on a stream of consciousness through a labyrinth of fascinating but largely irrelevant material more appropriate for the coffee-table than for a professional library. The author’s breadth of knowledge is evident and commendable, but a reference book designed ‘to the benefit of those who are anxious to improve as accompanists’ (p. 5) should surely offer much more detailed, concise and in-depth information, easily accessed and understood; a symphony rather than a divertissement.

Some indecision about the audience for which the author intended his book is evident from the very start. The tone moves easily between pedantry and condescension, providing
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